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PREFACE 

As a result of rapid population growth, an in

creasing shift of population to urban centers, wide

spread use of rapid transit facilities and other 

factors, there has been, in recent years, a large 

scale increase in the populations of suburban areas. 

In addition, leisure time, because of increased mech

anization, earlier retirement ages, and other reasons 

to be discussed more fully in the body of this paper, 

has also increased enormously. 

These increases have not been matched with a 

corresponding growth of facilities necessary to handle 

the recreational, social, and cultural demands they 

incur. The proposed suburban community center is sub

mitted as a solution to those demands in a particular 

area; this thesis 1s submitted as an explanation of 

the nature of the problem and its proposed solution. 
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Chapter I 

Historical Introduction 

Definition 

According to Webster's New International Dictionary, 

a community center is tt a place used as a center for, <H 

an organization promoting educational, philathropic or 

other work, . for the betterment . of a community".
1 

In re

cent years in the United States, the term has been used 

to denote a building or group of buildings providing 

facilities for the cultural, recreational and social 

activities of a community. 2 

Community centers exist so that neighbors can come 

together aa individuals following particular interests 

or as human beings sharing common needs and interests as 

a result of living in the same locality. The American 

community center is usually a result of the desir& of 

the middle class to do something for itself. 3 

History 

The history of the community center goes just about 

as far back as the history of the community. Man a gre-

garious animal, has always provided his communities with 

1 
Webster 1 s 
Language, 

2 
Enclycopedia Americanna, 7, p. 421. 

3 I b i d • , p • 421 • 
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a facility of some sort which served as a f~cal point; 

a place convenient for recreative purposes of all kinds, 

from simple socializing to artistic endeavors. In an-

cient Egypt, the temples which dott~d the country were 

often used associal gathering spots in addition to being 

used for . their normal religious purposes. Such educa-

tion as then exi~ted was dispensed at the temples to 

those who desire it. 1 Public baths, large buildings 

used for many sorts of recreation in addiiion to bathing, 

existed in Greece as early as 1200 B.C. at the palace 

of Tiryns. In the Roman empire the bath as a social 

center reached its most dazz~ing heights. The oldest 

Roman baths known are the Stabean baths and those of 

the forum in Pompeii. In Rome itself, the baths reached 

their greatest architectural expression in the baths 

of Titus, Caracalla, and Diocletian. These served as 

great social centers, including enclosed gardens, stadia, 

and rooms given over to the reading of poetry, Unfor

tunately, . these great baths were closed when it became 

evident that the practice bf having the two sexes bathe 

in common areas led to interests more basic than lectures 

and poetry. Indeed, the present Italian word designating 

a house of prostitution is derived from the old word 
2 

meaning bath. 

1 
Howard G. Danford, liecreation in the American Community, 
p. 212. 

2 
Enclycopedia Britannica, 2, p. 204 
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In early Greece there developed common gathering 

places, in most cities, known as agoras. These were 

large open spaces usually near the center of the city, 

sometimes near the harbor, surrounded by public build-

ings and temples. In addition to its commercial 

buildings, the agora boast~d facilities for gymnastics 

and theatrical performances. 1 The Romans followed 

the Greeks in the third century, with their own forums, 

which were much like the Greek agoras, containing 

buildings and areas which were used for recreational 

2 purposes. These centers, the agora and the forum, 

served as the focal area of their towns. Every Citizen 

used them ceaselessly; they became the heart of the 

town: the citizens passed through them continously. 3 

In the far east and in Asia, a popular type of 

social gathering spot comparable to the modern community 

center was the teahouse. Here, in the delicate arch

itecture of Japan and China, people were accustomed to 

meeting in small groups and large for simple informal 

conversation or for more extensive sultural entertainment. 

1 
Enclycopaedia Britannica, 2, p. 204. 

2~., 2, p. 204. 

3~., 4, p. 548. 
4 

Enclycopedia Americanna, 15, p. 627. 

4 
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In Europe, during the middle ages, the community 

center and town focal point was the cathedral, which 

never became so holy that it refused to throw open its 

doors on the days of the great public festivals. In our 

own New England the center was the town hall, the church, 
1 

or the central open sqaare: the common. 

Modern development of the community center started 

in England in the late nineteenth century as a result 

of the concern of business and professional people over 

the plight of the workers, who were accustomed to living 

in the most congested and unhealthful of conditions. 

The centers, or settlement houses, as they were called, 

provided breathing spaces and areas of informal, relaxed 

association for the workers.
2 

American community center development began slightly 

later than the English movement, when settlement houses, 

based on the English example, were created for laborers 

in the latter 1800's. The first municipally supported 

centers came into being in Chicago and Los Angeles in 

1905. The city of Chicago established year-round recre-

ational facilities in south Chicago, which included ex-

tensive provisions for community activities. In Los 

Angeles the Park District epened its first playground 

---------------------------------------------------------
1 
Danford, ££• £ii., P• 212. 

2 
Enclycopedia Americanna, 7, p. 421. 
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and provided a clubhouse containing a social hall, 
1 

club rooms and residence quarters for the director. 

Buildings, erected and equipped for social and recre-

ational activities in Army camps during World War 1, 

were taken over by many community groups in the early 

1920's for use as community centers. Some of these 

continued to be supported by voluntary contributions 

made through varioas organizations: community chests 

and so forth; others became tax supported recreation 
2 centers. 

By 1950, 783 cities submitting data to the 

National Recreation Association reported some 2,986 

buildings being used primarily or exclusively for 

social and recreational purposes, with a total yearly 

or seasonal attendance of over 85 million. Other 

centers not designed primarily for use as community 

centers, such as schools and other buildings, but 

which were used regularly for community activities 

were reported by 1,040 cities. Of this number 965 

cities reported centers in 5,600 school buildings 

with a total attendance of more than 35 million yearly; 

396 reported 1,055 centera in other building types with 

a yearly attendance of almost 7 million. It is evident 

1 
lnclyclopedia Am•ricanna, 7, p. 421. 

2 
.L.QJ..£_. ' 7 ' p • 42 1 • 
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from the above that in the relatively short period of 

55 years the community center program has emerged as 

a major division of the complete program of recreation 

with a total annual participation of nearly 128 million. 

This number (correct as of 1953) is steadily increasing 

as Americans gain more leisure time and 9ecome more 

aware of community social, cultural, and recreational 

f . 1. t. 1 
act 1 tes. 

1
Howard G. Danford, op. cit., p. 213. 



Chapter I I 

THE NATURE OF THE COMMUNITY RECREATION PROBLEM 

The growth of the community center program 1s 

based on a definite need of the American public re-

suiting from a variety of factors. The following is 

a brief discussion of these factors and their effects 

in the American scene. 

Recreation - a definition: Since recreation is the 

primary function of the community center, a definition 

of the term is in order. It is considered any activity 

which is not consciously performed for the sake of any 

reward beyond itself; any activity which offers man an 

outlet for his physical, mental or creative powers, 

and in which he engages because of inner desire and 

not because of exterior forces; any activity that eli-

cits from man a pleasurable and satisfying response. 

It is essential to a man's happiness and satisfaction 

in living. Through a process of recreation man grows 

and develops his faculties and personality. It is a 

matter of public concern, therefore, that recreational 

opportunities such as those found in a community center 
1 

be afforded. 

1 
George D. Butler, Introduction to Community Recreation, 
p. 12. 

-7-
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In spite of the American standard of living, life 

for large numbers of Americans is drab, discouraging, 

harnessed to material concernsi devoid of much satis-

faction. Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver has said that among _ 

the needs for real living are "beauty, knowledge, and 

ideals; books, pictures, and music; song dance, and 

games; travel, adventure and romace; friends, com-

panio-nship, aod the exchange of mi.nds." Man is the wort 

of animal that thrives on excitement, adventure and ro

mance. The pursuit of happiness, ~he love of adventure, 

and the desire for achievement are motivating forces 

which, for large numbers of people, are most adequately 

satisfied in recreational acti~ities. 1 

Th~ recreation movement, because it makes possible. 

the satiation of these pursuits has been called "the 

ne~rest approach to a practical program for carrying 

into effect and keeping alive a philosophy of happi-
2 

.ness." 

Factors of Cha~ee: Recently the definite and rapid 

changes in our social, industrial, and ecomomic life 

have pointed up the importance of recreation and have 

affected many changes in the recreation pattern. The 

1 
George D. Butler, op. cit., p. 14. 

2 
Hugh M. Woodward, "Recreation- A Philosophy of Joyful 
Living", Recreation, January, 1938, val. 31, p. 587. 
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growth of cities and the concentration of two-thirds 

of the population in urban areas has increased the need 

for recreation areas enormously. City life has become 

crowded, complex, artificial and stratified, causing 

a shift to the suburbs and a search for elbow room. 

The suburbs have offered only a temporary respite, 
' 

however, as families have found that their new enviro-

ments afforded even fewer opportunities for recreation 

than did the city. 
1 

Changes in the home through the introduction of 

hordes of labor-saving devices have added to the need 

for recreation. Hours formerly spent in drudgery are 

now available for other activities. The decrease in 

the average work week, from almost 70 hours in 1850 to 

only forty hours in 1950 to 36.5 hours in 1960 has pro-

vided the American breadwinner with ample leisure. 

Vacations with pay add still more free time. The four 

day work-week has been predicted for the not too dis-

tant future. This acquisition of extensive periods 

of leisure by millions of Americans, which many of 

them are not prepared to use intelligently, has created 
2 

a new and vital social problem. 

1 
George D. Butler, op. cit., p. 15. 

2 
Ibid., P• 17. 
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The volume of leisure is further expanded by the 

tendency of young people to stay in school longer; 

their short work hours and frequent vacations provide 

much leisure. At the opposite side of the age scale is 

the fact of earlier retirement, which is often com-

pulsory and which adds more nonworking hpurs to American 
1 

life. 

The changes in working conditions which have come 

about due to technological advance, development of 

highly automatic machinery and specialization of work 

in both industry and business, are significant creators 

of leisure time and a need for recreation. Today nearly 

99 percent of the total work energy comes from machines. 

Demands on a worker's physical and mental powers have 

decreased, but at a considerable cost in nervous tension. 

A worker involved in a dull repetitive task may still be 

physically fatigued at the end of the work day, but more 

often he is simply bored with the long hours of monotony. 

Today most workers are denied the satisfaction they once 

received by producing, personally, a hand-crafted pro-

duct. Control by the mahine and by the industrial 

system tends to make the worker feel inferior. Man 1s 

not, by nature, adapted to long hours of repetive tasks. 

Today the development and maintenance of a well balanced 

---------------------------------------------------------
1 

George D. Butler, op. cit., p. 17. 
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physique and mental attitude must be, attained, for a 

large ~ercentage of our people, outside their working 
1 

hours. 

Other fact6rs contributing to an abundance of 

leisure in American Life are the rapid growth of the 

population ainc~ World War I 1, the gener~lly rising 

economy and the wide-spread ownership of automobiles. 

Population growth since before World War I 1, has been 

m u c h 1 a r g e r ri u mer i ca 11 y t han· i n an y p r e v i o u s per i o d o f 

equal length, and there are indications· that the popu

lation may, by 1960, ~each 177 million. For several 

decades before the war, the proportion of old to young 

increased steadily. Since the war, however, the sit

uation, due to a tremendous surg'e in the birth-rate, 

has reversed. As a result, an unprecendented demand 

for recreation programs for young people is developing 

now, ~nd will cont1nu~ to develop in the years to come. 

The aged group, as a result of an ever increasing life 

expectancy, is growing larger, a~d because a large 

proportion of this group will be retired, it will sub

stantially affect recreati~nal requirements in the 
2 

community. 

----------------~-------------~------------------------
1 
G eo r g e D. But 1 e r , o p. c i t • , p • 18. 

2 
.L!?..i.Q.. ' p • 1 9 • 
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Economically, the American citizen is in a better 

position than in previous period in a history noted for 

high living standards. The average American family has 

an income that permits an appreciable expenditure for 

recreational purposes. This fact has made recreation a 

significant factor in the national econo~ic life. Car 

ownership in the nation has practically reached the 

saturation point. The American dream of two cars 1n 

every garage has been realized in many instances. In

deed, some families boast a ~ar for every family member. 

Speed and convenience of movement as a result of auto

mobile possession points up the need of a large center 

of recreational opportunities serving a large community. 1 

Used sensibly, this new leisure offers promise 

of becoming a great boon both to the individual and to 

society. Conversely, it may become a liability if it 

is wasted, or a menaoe if it is used for anti-social 

ends. Unless adequate recreational opportunities are 

provided much of the added leisure time available to 

modern Americans will be wastefully, and in some cases, 
2 

harmfully, used. Grave concern has been expressed 

over the prospects of a misused leisure. Dr. Margaret 

Mead states in her essay, "Leisure in Contemporary 

1 
George D. Butler, op. cit., p. 20. 

2l12l..Q.., P· 17. 
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American Culture'', that relazations in the former 

''relationship between time spent in work and time spent 

in leisure do often result in boredom, apathy, frantic 

attempts to fill up the time, too much drinking, pro

miscuity, gambling, reckless driving and so forth. 111 

Even so, there is evidence that people ap~reciate forms 

of recreation of a high cultural level and avail them-

selves of these forms if opportunities are made easily 

aceessible and at a cost within their means. The new 

leisure presents a direct challenge to each community 

to provide for the recreation needs of the present and 
2 

to plan for the increasing demands of the future. 

Benefits of an Adequate Program: The fact that recre

ation affordsdirebt benefit to the individual, while 

at the same time serving other constructive purposes, 

explains why it is receiving such widespread recog

nition in modern life. Many claims, some of them 

exaggerated, have been made to the effect that recre-

ational facilities are a cure-all for practically all 

of the many ills a community may suffer; deliquency 

and crime for example, while providing a means for pro-

viding mental and physical health, for development of 

1 
Margaret Mead, "Leisure in Contemporary American 
Culture", Annals of the American Academ of Political 
~nd S~cial Science, 313, p. 13, September, 19 7. 

2 
George D. Butler, op. cit., p. 17. 
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sound characters, and for the achievement of other de-

sirable results. So mamy inter-related factors are 

involved in the life of a community, however, that is 

is exceedingly difficult to separate one isolated part, 

such as community recreation, and evaluate its influence 

in bringing about changes in the communi~y situation. 

Authorities conqede though, that the individual who has 

a rich recreation life is more likely to be a healthy, 

well balanced, law abiding citizens than his conterpart 
1 

who is deprived of these advantages. It must be strongly 

emphasized, however, that recreation is not primarily a 

means for obtaining some objective such as health, good 

conduct, or ~orale, regardless of its contributions to 

these ends. The primary benefit lies in the quality of 

recreation which has the ability to enrich men's lives. 

Other contributions to community welfare, while important, 
2 

are merely by-products. 

The National Conference on Prevention and Control 

of Deliquency, which met in 1946 under the authority of 

the Attorney General of the United States, recognized 

the value of recreation and emphasized its positive 

aspect. The principle that recreation is an important 

1 
George D. Buller, op. cit., p. 17. 

2
1bid., p. 17. 
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part of the living process, and should be presented to 

youth positively, with emphasis on his choice in free

time activities and on his dignity as an individual, 

rather than as a cure-all for his deliquencies. That 

"recreation is one of the effective instruments for 

the prevention of deliquency and servies, best as a 

preventative force when opportunities for wholesome 

recreation are provided for all youth everywhere," 

was a premise adopted by the committee. 1 

The relationship of morale and recreation is a 

fairly obivious one. Even during normal times and 

umder favorable conditions, man needs inspiration to 

keep from becoming mentally and spiritually stale. 

In periods of depression and otherwise insecure times, 

man is more than ever in need of some activity which 

may bring a sense of satisfaction and accomplishment. 

Doctor George K. Pratt has stated in his book: Morale, 

that 11 one of the two convictions essential to a feeling 

of emotional security is that one can do something well 

••••••• it matters little, what. Anything in the whole 

range of human endeavor will suffice: repairing an 

auto, managing the children, writing poetry, building 

a house, or mastery of a hobby of some kind: golf, 

1 
George D. Butler, op. cit., p. 27. 
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1 
stamp collecting, amatuer gardening." Man also needs 

outlets for ridding himself of pent up energy. i · In 

furnishing opportunities for people of the community 

to indulge in recreation either as a participant or as 

a spectator the community is establishing a sort of 
2 

safety valve. 

Many forces in modern life tend to separate people 

into distinct and sometimes hostile groups, based on 

differences in economic status, social position, race, 

creed, nationality, education and cultural backgrounds. 

A lack of neighborliness and a lack of unity of interests 

are direct results of such a situation. Community 

solidarity is often achieved through the provision of 

a community recreation center. Recreation is essentially 

democratic; interests in social, cultural, and athletic 

activities are universal. Hundreds of examples may be 

cited of persons mixing in the various endeavors of a 

community center without regard to social status or 

any other of the usual criteria of class stratifacation. 3 

1 
Morale: The mental Hyeiene of Unemployment, National 
Committee for Mental Hygiene, 1933. 

2 
George D. Butler, op. cit., p. 213. 

3 
Howard G. Danford, op. cit., p. 77. 



Chapter I I I 

REQUIREMENTS OF THE COMMUNITY CENTER 

Primary Considerations: From the preceding material 

the scope of the community recreational center, the 

needs it must fill, and the services it must provide 

are apparent. The next step, therefore, is the study 

of primary considerations involved in producing a 

successful suburban community center. 

The community from which the participants in the 

center will be drawn must receive first considerations. 

The proposed community is a large suburban area of 

Lubbock, Texas. It encompasses roughly five and one

half square miles of land and the density of its popu

lation is from under 100 residents per square mile to 

7,500 residents per square mile. Present population 

of the area totals some 14,500 persons. A break-down 

of this figure by ages rev~al• that 596 are in the 65 

and over ~ge groupJ 10 7772 are in the twenty to sixty

five age group; and 17400 are in the fourteen to nine

teen age group. The total number ~f possible parti

cipants presently residing in this community is 

approximately 13 7000. The design of the facilities, 

however, must not be based primarily ~pon these figures 

as the area is expected to undergo a rapid and exten

sive period of population growth, which will taper 

off until in 1980 there is expected to be about twice 

-17-
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the number of present inhabitants in the area. This 

future growth must be anticipated in the design of the 
1 

center. 

A community recreation center project should be 

undertaken only after a study of local conditions has 

indicated a need for such a building and has revealed 

the types of facilities that should be included. In 

the area concerned, there exists only one building 

suitable for use as a community recreational facility. 

It consists of one large room with an attached kitchen 

capable of sheltering, in a crowded fashion, some fifty 

persons. It is used as an occasional meeting place by 

several organizations in the area. Outside of this 

solitary clubroom there are no other public recre

ational or community facilities as such. Four ele

mentary schools, with large open play areas are in the 

ares; a junior high with complete gymnasium facilities 

is planned for the •rea, and a large high school, also 

with complete gym facilities,· is situated on a border 
2 

line of the area. The high school and the junior 

high school have or will have extensive outdoor sports 

facilities which will be open to the public at any time 

after school hours. The gymnasiums may be used by 

-----------------------------~-~------------------------
1Lubbock Com rehensive Plan-Po ulation 
Texas Department of City Planning, 19 

2
1bid., 1959. 

Lubbock, 
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students free of charge as long as a custodian is on 

duty, and - by private groups after hours, if they are 

willing to pay a sMall fee which goes to the custodian 

for the time he remains at the school in order to lock 

the building when the groups leave. 

Uses: The way~ in which the suburban community center 

will be utilized must · be considered prior to the prep

aration of plans. The primary function of any building 

or area in the center w_ill be to provide space for the 

recreational activities desired by the community. These 

activities are many and cover a wide range of interests; 

the following activities are commonly included in a 

community recreation cent•r: active sports, such as 

basketball, bowling, volley-ball, table-tennis, gymna

sium classes and swimming (if such activities are not 

already provided publicly or commercially.) Drama and 

music; concerts, plays, operas, minstral shows, and 

pagents by amateurs and professionals, rehersals and 

informal activities by music and drama organizations; 

entertainments and social recreation; movies, game 

parties, square dancing, stunt nights, amateur shows, 

social danci~g, holiday parties and celebrations; ex

hibits of ~any kinds: hobby shows, garden exhibits, 

sports demonstrations, craft exhibits and art exhibits, 

c~ub . activities: meetings of arts, crafts, music, 

social, scouting, athletic, drama and hobby clubs and 
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groups, organizations of many other types usually found 

in the average community; banquets and luncheons; for 

clubs and organizations as well as for groups meeting 

in the buildings; quiet games such as checkers, chess, 

cards, and a number of similar table games: meetings: 

lectures, forums, civic meetings, discussion groups, 
1 

and committee meetings of various kinds~ 

Finances; The problem of financing a public facility 

such as a community recreation cente~ is a difficult 

one. Even so, it has been solved satisfaGtorily in 

a number of cities throughout the United States in 

a variety of ways. First of all, the financing of 

community centers by tax~tion is commonly regarded as 

the only practicable method of furnishing these faci

lities and activities for all the people. Revenue 

bonds are not widely used for this purpose; some cities 

have, however, successfully gathered the money neces-

sary to build swimming pools and other public recre-

ational facilities in this manner. Construction of 

similar facilities has been initiated by private groups 

in several cities, with the stipulation that after a 

certain period of private operation, the facility will 

be turned over to the city. In a few cities, voluntary 

1 
George D. Butler, OR· cit., p. 242. 
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funds have been· matched with equal amounts of munici-

pal funds and applied toward the construction of 

community cent~rs. 1 

Current operating costs, unlike capital costs, 

have generally been met by appropriations from city, 

park and school tax funds. In some cities the program 

is almost wholly supported by a milltax, or a tax of 

one to ten cents per one-hundred dotlars of assessed 

valuation on property; levied· in the form of special 
2 

municipal, park or school taxes. 

The method of financing which exists in most 

cities is direct support by appropriations from general 

city funds. Rerireation facilities are then handled just 

as any other city service. Their budgets are subject 

to review and approval along with the budgets of any 
3 

other city department. 

Mill tax levies are favored by many who believe 

that recreatidn requires assured financial support 

until it has ~stablished itself in the eyes of the city 

government as an essential service, They feel also, 

that recreation, as a relatively new item of city ex-

pense, cannot hold its own in competition with other 

1 
George D. But 1 e r, .QJ2.. cit. , p. 309. 

2 llisk., p • 3 1 0 • 

3 J.2..i._~, p. 311. 
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established, more influential city departments in the 

dog fight over city funds. The fact that a mill tax 

can be put into effect only when a majority of the 

voters agree to it is a definite justification of its 

use. Such a tax is a safeguard against large budget 

reductions and assures a relatively steady annual in-
1 

come and an increase in assessed valuation of property. 

Those against a special recreation tax argue that 

because of the widespread acceptance of recreation as 

a governmental function, the need and justification has 

diminished. Also, it is argued that even in cities 

with a special tax, additional funds have been granted 

repeatedly in order to secure the growth of facilities 

necessary. In a sase such as this, the special tax 

would act as a liability because of the slower rise 1n 
2 

assessed valuation of property. 

There exists a strongly established precedent 

for the partial payment of maintenance costs of facili-

ties with income received through charges and fees 

levied on persons directly benefiting from their use. 

Some aut~orities have considered this an easy source 

of revenue and have advocated a general policy of 

charging wherever possible. Argu~ents pro and con are 

l 
George D. Butler, op. cit., p. 311. 

2
JEid., p. 312. 
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several. For the former it said that: (1) people tend 

to appreciate things more if they are required to pay 

for them; (2) charging simplifies control and dicipline; 

(3) charging makes it possible to expand facilities, 

programs and services; (4) the public should not be 

asked to meet the entire cost of activities and facilities 

that involve considerable expense and serve relatively 

few; (5) the willingness of the public to pay for cer-

tain forms of recreation furnishes the authorities with 

a guide in program planning. Those w~o feel no charges 

should be levied say that recreation is a basic human 

need, in the public interests, and should be provided 

on the same basis of financial support as education and 

health service; (2) charging tends to exclude from the 

programs persons who need them most; (3) charging 

stimulates the development of services and facilities 

that bring in revenue instead of programs which are 

of greater value and importance; (4) the tendency to 

charge fees and the attempt to make recreation self-

supporting increase the difficulty of securing adequate 

tax support; (5) where charging exists the city may 

become more liable to suit in case of personal injury 
1 

or property damage. 

1 
George D. Butler, op. cit., p. 499. 
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At swimming pools and beaches charges are most 

common and in some instances the practic of charging 

a fee prevents congestion of a particular facility, 

thereby allowing the city to give better service. 
1 

In 1955, fees and charges paid for sixteen per-

cent of the total cost of operating recreational faci-

lities in the United States. Experience has shown that, 

although charges and fees are desirable for some forms 

of municipal recreational services, in general they 

have not proved successful w~en applied on a money 

raising basis. Attempts to carry the cost of one faci-

lity with profits from another 1s considered unsound 

in theory and has proved so in practice. 2 

Generally the operating costs of a community 

center will include the costs of director's sala~ies, 

lighting, water, insurance, supplied, repairs, main-

tenance, depreciation, and other miscellaneous items 

and will total annually from ten to fifteen percent of 

the original cost of the building or complex. 
3. 

Staff: Staff organizations in the community 

recreation center often determine its success of failure. 

1 
D. cit_.' 500. George Butler, OE· P· 

2 
~., P· 501. 

3 G. Danford, c i l• ' 236. Howard OE· p. 
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The staff requirements of a building vary according to 

its facilities and the program to be carried on, but 

every center and indeed, every building, needs a direc-

tor. He is responsible for the operation of the build-

ing and its site. At most community centers the direc-

tor and at least one assistant, are employed on a full-

time year round basis. These persons are usually 

trained and devote their full time to the center, be-

come acquainted with the community, and establish re-

lationships with the individuals and groups using the 

center. The presence of a year round director makes 

possible a continous coordinated program closely re-

lated to com~unity interests and needs. Unless the 

staff 1s built around such an individual, the full 

potentialities of the community center may not be re-
1 

ali zed. 

In addition to the leadership staff, one or more 

janitors and caretakers and a full time office-clerk 

or secretary is usually necessary. Part-time help for 

the taking of tickets or clerking, or acting as ushers 

at special events may be hired or may be drawn from 
2 

volunteers in the com~unity. 

1 

2 

Howard G. Danford, op. cij;., p. 237. 

Planning_'! Community Recreation Building!., National 
Recreation Association, 1955, p. 26. 
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Pro~rams; Most community centers are open through-out 

the day, six days a week (Sundays excluded) during the 

entire year. There 1s a current trend toward allowing 

use of the buildings on Sundays also. The periods of 

greatest activity are in the afternoon and evenings, 

although, because of the growing participation of women 

and retired persons, centers are now being opened 1n 

the mornings, usually with a limited staff. Schedules 

are flexible; for special events certain buildings may 

remain open later than usual or may open earlier.l 

Careful organization of the schedule is essential 

to assure maximum use of building facilities, satis

factory conduct of all facets of the program andequal 

opportunity to all the people participating. Club and 

social rooms, .for instance are allotted for definite 

periods to classes in arts, crafts, stamp collecting 

groups, ham radio groups, chess nuts, and all the other 

varied organizations and interests of a typical American 

com~unity. Table games rooms, reading rooms, and lounges 

are generally open at all times to any person without 

restriction. The auditorium is made available at stated 

times to drama and music groups, and to large community 

ente:tainments, such as lectures, movies, and political 

r a 1 lies. Care must be taken in the preparation of a 

l 
George D. Butler, op. cit., p. 303. 
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schedule for use of the facilities, to prevent any 

particular group from gaining special privileges, 

while giving equal consideration to all. Supervision 

must not be tyrannical but must work with the people 

of the community to assure their ultimate satisfaction 
I 

in, and their full enjoyment ofthe community center. 

~te Consideration~: The community building or complex 

is often lo~ated on a separate site acquired for that 

specific purpose. Ease of reaching the site is impor-

tant, for unless participants can make their way easily 

to the facility it will lose much of its value. A de-

quate access by public transport and by private auto-

mobile is essential. Parking space on the site 1s 

desirable and should be large enough to accomodate the 

maximu~ number of cars. The community center should 

be lo~ated near the center of the area to be served; 

a location a block or so away from a major throughfare 

or business district is preferable to one on a con-

gested street where noise is likely to be great. Addi-

tional location factors include trends in the growth of 

the neighborhood, zoning laws, and land costs. 2 

Site size is determined by the nu~ber, size and 

type of facilities to be provieed. It is essential 

1 
George D. Butler, ~~ii·, p. 347. 

2
Planning a CommunitL.B,ecreation Building, op. cit., 
p. 5. 
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that the size be sufficient to meat all the requirements 

of the building or group of buildings. A community makes 

a mistake if it acquires a site so small th~t it prevents 

circulation of air, excludes natural light, and fails 

to provide space for the creation of a setting proper 
l 

and conductive to the goals of a community center. 

Ready access must be available to water mains and 

sewer lines. Buildings and espesially swimming pools 

should be placed on elevations that do not require the 

pumping of wastes and water into sewer lines. The 

ground of the site should be firm, well drained, and 

should slope away from the bui ldings.
2 

Design Considerations: Good design should, of course, 

' demonstrate the functions of the buildings. The buildings 

should be designed from within rather than from without. 

Functional design taxes the ingenuity and imagination 

of the architect because of the multitudinous problems 

con c e~ning supervision, maintenance, and the conduct of 

activities, which must be taken into account before the 

physical layout of the center may be determined. Every 

part of eve~y stru=ture m~st perform a specific duty; 

superfluous items mus{ be held to a minimu~ Determin-

ation . of size, form, and arrange:nent of the various 

l . 
Planntne, a Community Recre~tion Building, O?• cit., 
p. 5. 

2
1bid., p. 7 
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elements for the m~st efficient and m~st economical use 

is good functional design. Multiple use, the principle 

that permits the adaption of one room or space to several 

uses is an important consideration in the design of the 

commu~ity center. A room for instance, may be designed 

primarily to handle the activities of a club, but it may 

be adaptable to use as a clubroom, a gameroom, or a 

music room. Banquets and large meetings of various 

types may be held in an area designed primarily for 

dancing. Planning for multiple use makes possible a 

greater variety of activities and tends to insure a 

greater return on the original investment in the 
1 

building or complex. 

2£~ Arra~ements: The arrangement of spaces and other 

considerations involved in the design of particular 

buildings and facilities of the community center must 

be carefully considered. 

Auditoriums constru~ted as separate u~its, with 

separate entrances and exits are advisable. Placement 

of the director's office in a position that overlooks 

as many areas as possible facilitates control. Corri-

dors should be reduced to a minimum, but ease of circu-

lation must be retained. If continental seating is used, 

1 
P 1=3. n ~ i n ::r a C2_~ ld_lli_ t..L R e c r e a t i o n B u i 1 d i n g .1.-£1?_. c i t. , 
p. 9. 
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exits must be at fifteen feet intervals along the entry 

wall. Stage design involves not only the stage itself, 

but also the location of lights, entranses, dressing 

rooms and doors for the movement of scenery. Light 

control from special points is necessary. A sloping 

floor is practical only in an auditorium where perman

ent seating is required. The size is determined by 

seating capacity desired; 6} square feet of floc~ space 

per seat is a minimum; eight is desirable. The stage 

should be accessible from the rear and from the audi

torium; it should be permanent and elevated. The sur

face of the stage should be of soft wood. Stage eleva

tion varies with the length of the auditorium, but 

three feet is considered a minimum. The front wall of 

the stage should extend across the width of the room if 

at all possible. Adequate space is the most important 

requirement of the well planned stage, especially depth, 

which permits ease of circulation between the wings and 

ease of back stage operations. A depth of less than 

eighteen feet presents a severe handicap in the pro

duction of d~amatics and it is desirable that the depth 

at least equal the width of the proscenium opening w~ich 

should not be less than twenty-four feet. In a room 

forty feet wide; a proscenium width of twenty-four feet 

with eight feet of w1ng space on each side is satisfactory 

for mast amateur productions. Whenever possible, at 
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least three feet should be left between the top of the 

proscenium arch and the ceiling, affording opportunities 

to hang concealed light borders. Light plugs should be 

placed at strategic points on the stage; the switch

board should be located where the operator can have a 
I 

clear view of the stage. 

The auditorium in a community center IS not a 

theater in the actual sense of the term, except in rare 

instances where an unusual interest in community dra-

matics exists. Therefore, expensive facilities such as 

fly galleries, elaborate scenery sets, and intricate 

switchboard and lighting facilities are not needed. 

Dressing room facilities will be required in any pro-

gram which includes dramatic productions. These faci-

lities consist of two or more rooms equipped with make-

up tables, ~irrors, closet space, washbowl, and adequate 

lighting. They should be adjacent to and connecting 

with the stage, with toilet facilities readily accessible. 2 

Storage space must be provided for stage properties. 

Work space for the building am repair of sets and cos-

tumes is necessary and should be located on the same level 

as the stage, and should have fair access to it.
3 

I 
Plannin~ a Community Recreation Building, ~-fi~, p. 13. 

21£l£~, P· 13. 

3 . 
lb1d., P. 16. 
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Spaces for artistic endeavors should be near 

exhibit spaces; should have ample storage for supplies, 

chairs and table, and should be oriented, if possible, 

so that they can receive some north light. Size depends. 

finally upon the number of participants; about 16 square 

feet per person is adequate. 
l 

Access to outdoor working 

areas 1s desirable. 

Facilities for musical activities should in~lude 

a large room for group practice: shoirs, bands, etc., 

this area should connect with the auditorium. Small 

practice rooms must have storage facilities for in-

stru~ents, and must be situated so that the noise they 
2 

produce is controlable. 

In the youth center areas should be arranged ~o 

that a strong focal point is created which will tend to 

draw the teenagers out of their natural tendency to 

form aloof and exclusive cliques. The building should 

have good access to the sports facilities and the parking 

lot. It should contain an entrance lobby, with an ad-

jacent check room, a director's office, which must be 

able to provide control over the whole area without being 

obstrusive, a kitchen serviceable from the outside, 

toilets, storage rooms, game rooms, lounges, clubrooms, 

1 
Planning a Community Recreation Building, oe.:..ciL_, p. 16. 

2,._ J vharles • Vettiner, A New Horizon of Recreation, p. 140. 
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opening into a general purpose area. A janitor's 
1 

closet and a mechanical equiptment room must be included. 

The adult center should contain a large group acti

vity room, open to the outside, four clubrooms, table 

games rooms, lounges, coat room, a lobby, restrooms, 

stor,age rooms, a kitchen with a snack bar, and a mechani-

cal equipment room. ~ director's office should be placed 

in a position of control. Each room must have adequate 
2 

storage space for use in a multi-purpose situation. 

The library (one is to be included in the proposed 

center complex) m~st provide facilities for 10,000 books. 

A rectangul~r shape is considered best for purposes of 

control and circulation. It must have a book repair-

preparation and storage room, an office, reading areas 

and stack areas. There must be a circulation and control 

desk so situated as to allow no one to enter or leave 

the building without being under the scrutiny of the 

librarian. The building should be equipped with rest

rooms, a mechanical room and a janitor's closet. 3 

The swimming pool should be placed in an area 

which can be screened off from quieter activities. It 

must be large enough to allow 34 square feet of water 

1 
Howard G. Danford, .Q.~Li·, p. 220. 

2 
I b i d • , p • 23 3 • 

3Russel J. Schunk, Pointers for Public Library Building 
.E.l9..rl~' p • 3 2 • 
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surface area for each swimmer. Facilities for control, 

toilets, and changing areas should be easily accessible. 

A screen or other barrier should completely enclose the 
1 

pool to prevent entry by unauthorized persons. 

The tennis courts should be of regulation size, 

with a paved surface, a screen at least 8 feet in height 

must enclose it. Bleachers for spectators will be pro-

vided on one side. The court should be adaptable to 

other uses, such as badminton, volleyball, etc. 

The site itself should be attractively landscaped 

with quiet areas for conversation and relaxation. The 

various buildings of the center should be arranged to 

provide each with adequate parking facilities and to 

render the services of each facility easily accessible 

to the participant. 

l 
The Outdoor Swimming Pool, p. 17. 
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Chapter IV 

THE PROPOSED SUBURBAN COMMUNITY CENTER 

The modern suburban community needs a focus, a 

basis for neighborhood solidarity; a place where the 

basis for human unity can be broadened. 

The suburban community center is proposed to 

fill the needs of just such a situation existing in 

a large neighborhood of Luobock, Texas. 

The site is located approximately in the center 

of the area to be served. It is bounded on the north 

by 51st Street; on the south by 53rd Street; on the 

east by Quaker Avenue; and on the west by Raliegh 

Avenue. There is . no existing landscaping on the site. 

It is almost perfectly flat. 

Average rainfall in this area 1s 18.89 inches 

annually; mean temperatu~e in the summer months is 

77.5 degrees, in the winter, 40 degrees. Average 

relative humidity is 65% and the average annual amount 

of sunlight is 3500 hours. 
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Facilities to be included in the Proposed Community 

Center 

I. Auditorium- Theater, Art and Music Conservatories: 

In this building will be a 350 seat audi
torium with facilities for a little theater 
group, amateur artistic and musical en
deavors and a small gallery for the dispi~y 
of commu~ity art works. 

I I. Adult Social and Recreational Building: 

A facility to provide for the social and 
recreational needs of the adults of the 
area. It will contain clubrooms, game
rooms, lounges. 

I I I. Teen-Age Center: 

This unit is strictly for the teen-agers 
of the community. It will have facilities 
similar to those in the adult center. 

IV. A Branch Library: 

A community library of 12,000 books, oper
ated by the main downtown library. 

V. Swimming Pool and Tennis Court 

Limited to older children and adults, the 
pool and court should be pleasant active . 
recreational area. 
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Chapter V 

SOLUTION 

The proposed community center solution is one of 

four major buildings: an auditorium-theater-art and 

music building; an adult recreation center with accom

odations for clubs, games and social gatherings; a 

teen-age recreation center with similar,accomodations, 

designed as a separate structure in order to lend an 

air ·of independence; a branch library of 10,000 to 

12,000 books; an area of active recreation with a 

pool, and a court which may be used for a variety of 

sports. An age limit of 14 will be observed on all 

facilities of the center. 

The building arrangement is set at an angle to 

the site in order to provide a relief from the mono

tony of the surrounding gridiron patterened neigh

borhood. 

The site, which was flat, will be divided into 

three levels to provide additional interest and to 

create sound buffering effects. The pool area will be 

sunken four feet and the auditorium area will be raised 

three feet. Terraces are provided for each building 

in order to establish a closer contact with the site. 

The entire area is landscaped in order to create a 

pleasant atmosphere. 
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The buildings themselves are designed with ample 

multiple-use areas in order to provide the most use. 

The structures are of wood and stone to create a feeling 

of warmth and security. Large glass areas bring the 

participants into closer contact with the site. 



Chapter VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the information gained, opinions observed, 

and other data received in the pursuit of a solution 

to my thesis problem, have concluded that the com

munity center is an element of underestimated import

ance in the American community. As a thing held in 

common by all members of the community, it is the 

only successful method of checking the current trent 

toward the breakdown of neighborhoods into tasteless 

living areas where prople live next door to each other 

for years and still remain strangers. Through the 

com~unity center suburban Americans may retreat from 

their advance into the nameless anonymity of mechan

ized life and become again as they were once 1n a 

rural America: integral members of a happier, more 

interesting, more human environment. 

finis 
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